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W H AT W E HE ARD : Summary of Community Engagement

FIGURE 1: SUMMARY OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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W H AT W E HE ARD : Focus Group Comments

FOCUS GROUP COMMENTS
Focus Group 1: Methow Valley
OVERVIEW

FIGURE 2: Methow Valley Area

Community Attributes and NCWEDD planned and facilitated three Focus
Groups in Okanogan County to gain a qualitative understanding of affected
communities’ perceptions, opinions, beliefs, and attitudes surrounding the
impact of the 2014 & 2015 wildfires, as well as potential opportunities for
economic strengthening and resilience in the face of future fires. The three
Focus Groups will be held in locations that were most convenient given the
communities participating in the planning process in order to maximize
attendance. The Focus Groups were held on June 7th and 8th in Twisp,
Tonasket, and Pateros and were facilitated by Mark Goodman, Bryan Lobel,
and Elliot Weiss of Community Attributes. The following section summarizes
participants, locations and presents an overview of the discussion and
comments from each meeting.

FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS
1.

Don Linnertz – TwispWorks / Twisp Chamber / Methow LTRG

2.

Hannah McIntosh – Twisp Works / Methow LTR Economic
Development

3.

David Gottula – Winthrop Chamber / Okanogan Electric Co-Op

4.

Jason Paulson – Methow Land Conservancy

5.

Aaron Studen – Twisp River Pub

6.

Jonathon Baker – Twisp Chamber / EQPD Gear

7.

Michael Guss – NCWEDD
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Focus Group 1: Methow Valley (continued)
WILDFIRES IMPACTS
Summary Of Comments

CHALLENGES FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY & RESILIENCE
Summary Of Comments

The impacts of the back to back 2014-2015 wildfire seasons on the
Methow Valley economy were profound, and some continue to be felt. At
TwispWorks, bag, pack and tote designer and micro-manufacturer eqpd
Gear lost a quarter of their annual business revenues due to the wildfires
of 2015. Prior to the 2014-2015 wildfire seasons, regular private jet traffic
brought a regular stream of guests to the Sun Mountain Lodge; that traffic
has diminished greatly and an ongoing perception of instability in the area
continues to be felt in booking levels at the Lodge. The fires also resulted in
a significant out-migration of residents in the valley, including a number of
farmer’s market vendors who have not returned after two years.

There are a number of challenges to economic recovery and resilience that
are unique to the Methow Valley. For a time, having a single, non-redundant
power transmission line servicing the valley was a significant challenge
resulting in repeated power outages. Housing shortage is a major challenge
for the valley that all too often results in local businesses being unable
to hire sufficient numbers of employees to run their businesses. A range
of housing is needed, but affordable lower and middle income housing is
especially scarce. A number of factors have contributed to the shortage
including high infrastructure provision costs related to new development.
Low wages in the retail, hospitality and service industries in the valley
have exacerbated this problem. Another challenge facing local businesses
recovering from the wildfires has been that many insurance policies do not
adequately cover lost business revenues.

Highway 20 – the North Cascades Highway – is a vital lifeline for Methow
Valley businesses. Hours after the Highway opens every spring, patrons
crowd the Twisp River Pub. In 2015, the Pub experienced a nearly 15%
reduction in annual revenues, amounting to over $200,000 in lost business
due to the wildfires. The business normally grows annually by anywhere
from 3%-10%. Another major impact on tourism in 2015 was felt due to
a lack of coordinated communication between the state department of
transportation and emergency management crews and firefighters when, in
the early stages of 2015’s Newhalem fire, WSDOT announced that Highway
20 could be closed for 10-16 days. As the valley is also home to a large,
unreported cash transaction economy, many additional serious impacts,
including loss of employment, have occurred which are difficult to measure.
The exact impacts to the retail and hospitality industries in the valley have
also been difficult to quantify due to the temporary influx of emergency
services and other personnel that counter-acted losses in tourist visitation.
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A major structural challenge to economic resilience in the Methow Valley
is the seasonality – or perception of seasonality - of many of its industries.
Many visitors to the area perceive the Methow as a summer destination
only. This perception is related to the much longer, and sometimes difficult,
alternative route to the valley over Stevens Pass in the winter and shoulder
season months when Highway 20 is closed. Many in the business community
feel that the Methow Valley is unique in Okanogan County, bringing the
valley and other areas into conflict over a number of issues. U.S. Forest
Service budget cuts were cited as a major challenge to employment and
income stability in the valley. Finally, the lack of a Regional Transportation
Planning Organization (RTPO) in Okanogan County (an organization that,
among other things, funnels state highway funding; Okanogan is the only
County in Washington without one) results in greatly decreased capacity
to fund, plan and coordinate on regional transportation and infrastructure
projects.
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Focus Group 1: Methow Valley (continued)
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY &
RESILIENCE
Summary Of Comments
There are a number of strengths and opportunities that the Methow Valley
business community can leverage for economic recovery and resilience.
First, the very difference that sets the Methow apart from other areas of the
County is a major strength. The area’s natural beauty, outdoor recreation
assets, and unique sense of place have drawn residents, businesses and
visitors from all over the state. This sense of place can be further leveraged
for the attraction and growth of a diversity of businesses. The county and
region can embrace that difference for their own benefit, as well. Because
of this difference, the Methow has cultivated a thriving can-do spirit of
self-reliance. The numerous seasonal executives and business veterans the
valley has attracted represents a potential peer counselling resource for
area entrepreneurs and businesses. This human capital could be leveraged
with small business consulting services and resource mapping for a robust
local business support network.

A number of specific grant and loan programs are available to the business
community of the Methow Valley, including: the USDA Rural Business
Development Grant, a staffed revolving loan program targeted to rural
businesses that grants up to $25,000; the North Central Washington
Business Loan Fund; the Economic Alliance’s Small Business Development
Center (SBDC) in Omak offering no-cost consulting and low-cost training;
the Local Investment Opportunities Network; and the underutilized
Okanogan County Electric Coop-administered USDA revolving loan fund
(RLF) for economic development, loaning up to $70,000 with zero interest.
Additionally, a Methow Valley Port District could be beneficial for the area.
One way to reduce the valley’s reliance on Highway 20 would be to increase
efforts to attract Canadian tourism – in particular the Canadian Highway
97 corridor, which encompasses a metropolitan area (Kelowna) as large
as Spokane that is accessible without any high mountain pass crossings.
Currently, only 10%-15% of area business comes from non-west side
tourism.

Next, a number of opportunities exist to help valley businesses weather
the seasonal nature of the economy. Cooperative business services, such as
book-keeping; distribution “aggregators” to bring valley-produced wares
from numerous producers to large markets on the west side; and other
“crowd-sourced” services to relieve high-season weary business owners
have strong support. Some of these opportunities could be be facilitated
by TwispWorks’ Methow Made program, and supported by the valley’s
new economic development coordinator, Hannah McIntosh. In addition to
high-season support networks, more opportunities to expand and market
the valley’s winter and shoulder season offerings need to be found, as a
fire-proof winter tourist season would shift reliance away from the more
vulnerable summer season.
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Focus Group 2: North Valley* & Colville Reservation
FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS
1.

Kurt Danison – Contract Planner, Okanogan County communities /
Economic Alliance

2.

Lyle Markhart – Wenatchee City Council

3.

Janet Wilson – Okanogan City Council / Economic Alliance

4.

Patrick Plumb – Mayor, City of Tonasket

5.

Claire Jeffko – Tonasket City Council

6.

Michael Guss – NCWEDD

7.

Dal Dagnon – Okanogan County Cattlemen’s Association

8.

Ernie Rasmussen – Confederated Colville Tribes

9.

Christa Levine – Local Business / LTRG

FIGURE 3: North Valley Area

10. Chris Branch – Oroville Community Development
11. Roni Holder-Diefenbach – Economic Alliance
12. Ricky Gabriel – Confederated Colville Tribal Council
13. Amy Massey – NCWEDD
14. Harry Tonasket – Confederated Colville Tribes Planning
15. Clive Andrews – Local Business
16. Geno Zinani – Conconully City Council (retired)
17. Alice Attwood – City of Tonasket
18. Maria Moreno – Tonasket City Council

*Note: “North Valley” refers to the communities of Oroville, Tonasket, Conconully,
Nighthawk, Loomis, Tunk Valley, Omak & Okanogan (see Figure 3).
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Focus Group 2: North Valley* & Colville Reservation (continued)
WILDFIRES IMPACTS
Summary Of Comments

CHALLENGES FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY & RESILIENCE
Summary Of Comments

The north valley communities of Oroville, Tonasket, Okanogan, Omak and
Conconully experienced a number of impacts from the 2014-2015 wildfire
seasons. While Tonasket nearly had to evacuate in 2015, the town had no
direct loss of life or property. Tonasket set up a major distribution and relief
center, in partnership with Oroville, to support nearby communities directly
affected. This was a grass-roots, community driven effort, with donations
pouring in from Seattle, the Tri-Cities and elsewhere. These support centers
experienced major challenges in accepting, tracking, sorting and distributing
donations that could be addressed in the future with a donations policy for
the County. Many people can’t receive donations if they have no home or
storage unit to put things in; many others were claiming donations without
insurance records or verifiable homeownership records, etc. The shortterm need for lodging and storage units was critical and perhaps additional
community center facilities could help in this regard, as they did on the
Colville. There is also a long-term need for continued support services when
folks have just begun to have phone service restored.

The central challenges to wildfire recovery, and ongoing resilience, in
the northern valley communities and Colville reservation center around
infrastructure, housing development, coordination, and a need for, but
resistance to, Fire-Wise planning in the County. Additionally, maintaining
positive Long Term Recovery Group momentum over time has been
challenging. Infrastructure challenges include local roads not designed for
heavy equipment, with cracked asphalt and lost bridges now preventing
salvage logging in many areas; Conconully is badly in need of a cell phone
tower, while other towns would benefit from fiber redundancy from
Canada and a NOANET hookup through Tonasket; lost communication
during emergencies is exacerbated by the fact that when PUD does replace
and repair lines, they are barred from federal funding stipulations from
upgrading; the north valley and Colville lacks sufficient water capacity to
fight fires and needs serious, heavy-duty upgrades.

Impacts to cattle, pigs, horses and other animals in the area was severe.
Cattle ranching was just starting to recover from the slump of previous
years when the back-to-back fire seasons hit. In Okanogan County, where
there are more cattle than people, livestock evacuation facilities are needed
with water and storage for feed donations. When neighboring farmers’
fences burned, the open range practice resulted in these farmers’ lands
being violated. Fire-fighting crews should have consulted with ranchers to
more effectively locate roads and other infrastructure to access and fight
fires. A great deal of the fire-fighting equipment was not well suited to rural
firefighting conditions, with many rigs stuck on bad roads. Major swaths of
burned acreage was exacerbated by ongoing large-lot subdivision in the
county to further constrain an already insufficient supply of grazing land.
Ranchers pushing cattle kept getting trapped and having to backtrack due to
lack of communication.
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In terms of housing development, twenty-acre subdivisions have become
rampant in the county and are often exempt from providing adequate
infrastructure which becomes a major challenge during emergencies.
Additionally, remote development on mountain- and hill-tops without
adequate defensible space and infrastructure capacity on site greatly
strains emergency services in times of crisis. There is also a great need
in the northern valley for additional hotel capacity. Residents have had
their insurance rates raised, or are being dropped from their policies and
sometimes are forced to leave the area. More single family housing for
professionals is needed in the area. While a number of restrictions on the
movement of animals across the border to Canada have been eased, there
is need of an explicit evacuation policy at the U.S.-Canada ports of entry in
the County that is critical if southern escape routes become cut off. Finally,
there is a critical need for Fire-Wise planning policies and regulations to
decrease the risk of wildfire impacts to private development and reduce the
burden on emergency services and personnel; however, being a rural, smallgovernment County, significant resistance by residents and businesses must
be overcome.
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Focus Group 2: North Valley* & Colville Reservation (continued)
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY &
RESILIENCE
Summary Of Comments
The grassroots support and generosity of the Colville Tribes and north
valley residents and businesses has been tremendous and is a testament
of the strength of community in the County. There are a number of
assets and opportunities area communities can leverage for economic
recovery and resilience going forward. First, efforts underway to create
a North Okanogan County Port District have great potential to protect
and augment local freight rail capacity, support the issuance of municipal
bonds for economic development, and expand local airport capacity for
larger aircraft. The Port District could also be a vehicle for a small business
incubator to help attract professionals and other human capital to the north
valley. Next, assets like abundant open space, cheap hydro power, etc., can
be leveraged to attract high-value manufacturing to the north valley and
Colville reservation, including pharmaceutical manufacturing, tech, and
light industrial; HUB zones and bonds for infrastructure development can
support this effort and would help mitigate the cyclical boom/bust resource
based-economy currently prevalent in the region. (As an example, once
the salvage timber from wildfires is milled, the Colville mill will struggle to
maintain employment in the area.)
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There is potential for a pipeline to transport natural gas from the north
through the area. The Colville reservation offers tax advantages for tribal
and non-tribal business entities alike to leverage; and another port of
entry between U.S. tribes and neighboring Canadian first nations in the
Nighthawk area could facilitate further wholesale and distribution, including
in the tribal marijuana industry. The Colville Tribes have been approached
by international food-processing companies and this sort of value-add
activity can complement the commodity-level economy to further diversify
the tribal economy. In addition, the route from Spokane to Omak along the
Columbia River Road and Highways 155/97 could be straightened with an
on-ramp to avoid current delays through residential areas. Expansion of
water, sewer, and electrical utility capacity is underway on the Colville to
support economic development but is facing resistance.
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Focus Group 3: Pateros & Brewster
FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS
1.

Carlene Anders – Mayor, City of Pateros

2.

Jord Wilson – City of Pateros

3.

John Wyss – Okanogan County Farm Bureau

4.

Grace Larsen – Confluence Health

5.

Jeanette Palmer – Local business, Howards / Methow LTRG

6.

Scott Graham – Three Rivers Hospital Administrator

7.

Rebecca Meadows – Methow LTRG

8.

Michael Zoretic – Local business

9.

Louis Davies – Pateros School District

FIGURE 4: Pateros & Brewster Area

10. Alex Thomason – Local business
11. Charles ? – Local business
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Focus Group 3: Pateros & Brewster (continued)
WILDFIRES IMPACTS
Summary Of Comments

CHALLENGES FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY & RESILIENCE
Summary Of Comments

The communities of Pateros and Brewster were directly impacted by the
2014-2015 wildfires with the 2014 Carlton Complex fires burning right
into the communities themselves, resulting in major losses. Dozens of
people lost their homes, and Pateros lost 18 rental units to the fire. None
have been rebuilt and the loss of rental housing has been very damaging to
the economy ever since, with renters and middle age residents impacted
disproportionately. One of four children, and 20% of staff, in the school
district lost their homes, and around 60% of these didn’t have insurance.
Pateros and Brewster in particular experienced a great deal of dysfunction
in the wildfires emergency response, including lack of preparation and
planning (especially with regards to deployment of critical equipment such as
generators), evacuation and communication protocols (especially between
emergency response personnel and the hospital; between the English- and
Spanish-speaking communities; and between local government, such as
the PUD, and emergency crews). Many local residents lost orchards and
commercial kitchens that represented their retirement plans for the future,
and many others lost barns, tool sheds, and garages with equipment critical
to their home-based businesses. Pet loss and animal care throughout the
emergency period was extremely traumatic – housing coupons don’t allow
for animals, no shelters were available for them, and rental rates at area
hotels were unsustainable.

The central challenges to wildfire recovery, ongoing resilience, and
economic growth and diversification in the communities of Pateros and
Brewster center around the need for rental housing (and related issues
around lack of developable land, development regulation, and housing
scarcity driven by second home ownership), tourist infrastructure, the
perception of ongoing vulnerability to fire events, and infrastructure. The
loss of rental housing is especially damaging to the local fruit and service
economies as lower-income and seasonal workers now have very few
options for local accommodation. Rebuilding the area rental-housing stock
is greatly hindered by the cost of development, which is high due to scarcity
of developable land (only 17% of county land is available on the private
market, with only 13.5% buildable), intense competition from vacation
property developers and commercial orchards, competition for water rights,
high building costs, and infrastructure development requirements for new
units and buildings. Regarding required infrastructure, the State has an
infrastructure fund, but money from the fund is frequently re-allocated.

During and in the immediate aftermath of the fires, emergency response,
construction and other temporary personnel offset, for a time, a major drop
in tourism. While tourism has rebounded to nearly 130% of normal this year
for the Methow Valley and Chelan, Pateros has not recovered nearly as well.
While Pateros has not been as popular a visitation destination, other factors
have contributed to the disproportionately slow rebound including the
draining of Lake Pateros in the Columbia by the PUD, the weakness of the
Canadian dollar, and a perception, driven in large part by both mainstream
and social media reporting that the area has been destroyed or is frequently
subject to fire.
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In addition to rental housing, the maintenance and enhancement of
tourist infrastructure is critical to the economy of the area. The USFS has
decommissioned or failed to adequately maintain a number of area forest
roads, especially those between Chelan and the Methow Valley, that are
critical to local recreation and hunting. The draining of Lake Pateros by
the PUD has been especially difficult. Additional infrastructure challenges
to recovery have included FEMA’s replacement / reimbursement policy
covering original equipment and capacities only (and new deductible
requirements), and the limited points of entry / egress in the area in during
emergencies.
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Focus Group 3: Pateros & Brewster (continued)
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ECONOMIC RECOVERY &
RESILIENCE
Summary Of Comments
Many in the Pateros and Brewster communities have felt that, while the
wildfires (and subsequent FEMA denial of aid) were extremely damaging
and traumatic, they nevertheless have been invaluable in the bringing the
communities together and fostering resilience, self-sufficiency, and valuable
long-term relationships. The communities have “become experts at this”
and are now confident and strong in the face of future emergencies. An
improving, adaptive, and effective emergency response paradigm will result
in the retention of many residents that might otherwise leave, and has the
potential to attract new residents and businesses. Methow Ready is already
working on a disaster preparation booklet and a “map your neighborhood”
tool.

Other opportunities include interest by Spokane Catholic Charities in
partnering with local business on affordable housing development, and
State Office of Rural and Farmworker Housing interest in the acquisition
of three or four parcels for acquisition in the area. Summer tourism draws
remain strong – in fact, salmon and steelhead returns numbers are growing
– with spring Chinook fishing, summer Sockeye fishing, and Steelhead fishing
and hunting in the fall.

A number of other important opportunities exist for recovery and future
diversification and strengthening of the economy. Foremost among these
might be the opportunities for Pateros and Brewster stemming from the
growth of the upper Methow Valley’s winter tourist season – a season that
is immune to many summer tourist season challenges, including wildfires,
the draining of Lake Pateros, etc. Marketing local amenities – including
the area’s wineries, hotels, and great food – and the town of Pateros as a
basecamp would be great way of leveraging this up-valley activity to Pateros
and Brewster’s benefit. Beyond winter and shoulder-season opportunities,
diversification opportunity exists in the form of light manufacturing,
service, and distribution potential in Pateros supported by affordable local
power rates and the planning of well-served and located 16-acre light
industrial space to the south of Pateros on Highway 97. Manufacturing
and distribution firms locating to the area would also support additional
affordable housing development. With the additional attention in the wake
of the disastrous wildfire seasons, the towns are currently well-poised to
market and attract resources to such an effort.
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WEBMAP & ONLINE SUBMISSION FORM COMMENTS
Top Comments by Number of "Supporters"
OVERVIEW
For the three-month period from the beginning of May through the end of July, 2016, the following OkanoganEconomicRecovery.com webmap comments garnered
the most “supporters” via a “like” function similar to that commonly used on Facebook and other social media sites. Location of comment and number of “supporters”
are appended at the end of each comment.

TOP COMMENTS
1.

Need middle income housing for ownership. [Nespelem; 10 Supporters]

2.

Lack of communication due to the fact that we were in Omak but on the
reservation. Neither Okanogan County EMS or the Tribe communicated
about this area. [Omak Eastside, Colville Reservation; 7 Supporters]

3.

All of Okanogan County needs more resources to increase the stock of
affordable housing. [Tonasket area; 7 Supporters]

4.

We lost all communication for several weeks up at Tunk and were in a
complete communications blackout. Tunk Valley community members
are exploring ideas for a volunteer fire dept and a HAM radio network of
volunteers to help during wild fire season. [Tunk Valley; 6 Supporters]

5.

Better communication equipment for fire departments and police.
[Tonasket area; 6 Supporters]

6.

Provide resources in support of volunteer firefighting efforts in the
Disautel area. [Colville Reservation, Disautel; 6 Supporters]

7.

8.

Need to connect fiber internet with Canada in case of fiber compromise,
redundant communications in times of disaster are critical. [U.S.-Canada
border at 97; 5 Supporters]
Full Hook Up Camping. [Colville Reservation along Columbia River at
southernmost reach of Swawilla Basin Road; 5 Supporters]
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9.

Full Hook Up Camping on Property the [Colville Confederated] Tribe
owns at Seven Bays. [Colville Reservation; 5 Supporters]

10. We need to work with Canada to establish a rail line from Oroville to
Princeton which would provide us another way to increase economic
ties between southern British Columbia and Okanogan County.
[Oroville to Princeton, BC, along CA Hwy 3; 5 Supporters]
11. Great infrastructure exists here for additional single family housing as
water and sewer connections are stubbed out here. [Tonasket, end of
Bretz Rd.; 4 Supporters]
12. Cellular coverage from ATT is terrible here - how can we report fire in
this area without coverage? [Highway 97 between Omak and Tonasket;
4 Supporters]
13. More attention needs to be drawn for people to do the Oroville/
Nighthawk/Loomis/Tonasket route for sightseeing and to support
Loomis-area businesses. [Loomis/Nighthawk area; 4 Supporters]
14. Need a walking track / path up the grade to Keller. Many people
walk that grade every day for exercise and it is dangerous with many
corners. [Nespelem; 4 Supporters]
15. Add a sidewalk across the Highway 97 bridge (at overpass between
Omak & Okanogan) before someone gets killed walking over the
bridge. [Omak/Okanogan; 4 Supporters]
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Webmap Comments by Category
OVERVIEW
For the three-month period from the beginning of May through
the end of July, 2016, the following section summarizes all
OkanoganEconomicRecovery.com webmap comments (81 comments
through July 26, 2016) by category (see Figure 5, below). The category
summaries are ordered by number of comments and number of “supporters”
similar to the “like” function commonly used on Facebook and other social
media sites to express support for existing comments submitted by other
users. Comments are appended with the general area in which they were
placed by on the webmap (see Figure 6, at right).

FIGURE 6: WEBMAP COMMENT LOCATIONS
By Category

Note: Some comments have been edited for readability. “North Valley” refers to the
communities of Oroville, Tonasket, Conconully, Nighthawk, Loomis, Tunk Valley,
Omak & Okanogan (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 5: WEBMAP COMMENT CATEGORIES
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Webmap Comments by Category

Open Space / Recreation
OPEN SPACE / RECREATION COMMENTS
25% Of Comments; 25 "Supporters"
•

Full Hook Up Camping on Property the Tribe owns at Seven Bays
Colville Reservation

•

Walking track up the grade to Keller. Many people walk that grade
every day for exercise and it is dangerous with many corners. Colville
Reservation

•

Swimming pool Colville Reservation

•

Better parking up Hwy 20 above Early Winters Methow Valley

•

More attention needs to be drawn for people to do the Oroville /
Nighthawk / Loomis / Tonasket route for sightseeing and to support
Loomis-area businesses. North Valley

•

Economic activity crosses borders and need to inform the public on both
USA and Canada sides that Okanogan County is still open and a great
place to visit. North Valley

•

Okanogan River Water Trail. Contact Peter Bruno: 509-675-5592
Pateros & Brewster

•

More RV Camping is needed Pateros & Brewster

•

Pateros can be considered a base camp for recreation. It is a great place
to spend the night and eat, and sits on the Cascade Loop and Okanogan
Scenic Byway Corridors. Making Pateros pedestrian friendly, increased
sidewalks and trails contribute to the base camp experience. Pateros &
Brewster
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•

Pateros has 8 acres of park on Lake Pateros. Increasing tourist facilities
is beneficial for the local economy. As we have learned, parks also
become an essential facility during emergencies. They are a safe place
for people to evacuate to; there are showers and water. They are also
places for people congregate for information. C Pateros & Brewster

•

Pateros has great parks. Improving the event space and capacity for all
seasons so the City can host a variety of venues. Pateros & Brewster

•

There is a huge need for long-stay RV Park. Housing is limited, hotels
are expensive. We have a lot of workers from out of the area that come
in for a few months and need place to stay, such as contractors working
on the dams and power grid. They will be here for 3-6 months, maybe
even a year. But they can't find a rental. Pateros & Brewster

•

The Cascade Loop is a favorite bicycle tour. Increasing bicycle safety
with lanes, wider shoulders, and alternate trails will attract more
bicyclists. Increased amenities for bicyclists would be beneficial.
Pateros has Paddler and Peddler camping and free showers. Increased
trails and connectivity between Brewster, Bridgeport, and Pateros
would help local communities. Pateros & Brewster

•

Develop the concept of a "Basecamp" for Pateros, as the place to start
your exploration of the Methow-Upper Columbia-Okanogan Region.
Pateros & Brewster

•

Develop a 50-slip marina including a fuel station. Increase the image of
Pateros as a riverfront town. Pateros & Brewster

•

Develop a structure/space suitable for entertainment, festivals,
performances and celebrations. Pateros & Brewster

•

Connect the Park and the downtown by the use of park and recreation
space. Pateros & Brewster
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Webmap Comments by Category

Business & Industry
BUSINESS & INDUSTRY COMMENTS
23% Of Comments; 11 "Supporters"

•

Pateros, basecamp for Recreation. Promote the shoulder season and
off season for tourist activities. Off season is also non-fire season, so
no disruptions due to fires. This would make for a healthier and more
stable tourist economy. Pateros & Brewster

•

The City of Pateros has been working on increasing retail and housing
in the downtown area. 8 parcels are for sale and development.
Affordable housing in the downtown would increase daily economic
activity. Affordable retail space that is flexible for seasonality of our
area would be highly beneficial, such as small retail spaces available for
month to month rent. Pateros & Brewster

•

Multi-use development is key for Pateros. Increasing commercial space
and increasing population density work hand in hand. This approach is
also cheaper because the infrastructure is in place, and there is limited
land available for new development. Pateros & Brewster

•

Marina & RV park enterprise Colville Reservation

•

Pines Cafe has economic development potential; another business for
the small community of Keller? It would benefit the entire Reservation
because it is located on a well-used highway. Colville Reservation

•

Mini shopping area in an attractive building that would both meet local
needs and appeal to tourists. There are few merchant opportunities for
business development here. Colville Reservation

•

Support North Cascades National Park expansion as a preserve.
Methow Valley

•

•

Support MethowHeadwaters.org to stop mining in the Valley. Methow
Valley

There is a need for a light industrial business park with reasonable
rates for new business owners. Pateros & Brewster

•

Cultivate relationships with the wine industry and local agricultural
producers. Encourage outlets for local produce and products. A
downtown market center would be ideal. Pateros & Brewster

•

Canada is one of Pateros' primary tourist sources. Build on that
relationship. 80 miles from the border, Pateros is a great place to stop
for the night as they pass through. How do we get them to stop eat
dinner, buy a souvenir, eat a pastry, have a glass of wine, enjoy a little
bit of sun and entertainment? Pateros & Brewster

•

Encourage waterside activities that are clearly open to the public
- docking facilities, boats, boat rides, jet skis, launching, fishing,
sketching, hunting, rentals, beach volley ball, etc. Pateros & Brewster

•

Think winter and shoulder season. Strategize off season activities.
Look to Chelan for a model as to how they have extended their tourist
market. It has been highly successful. Pateros & Brewster

•

Need a multi-story hotel North Valley

•

Tonasket lacks retail store space. North Valley

•

Develop a Disaster Response Symposium that can serve other
communities via an annual conference here. Take what we have learned
and bring other communities (and their money) here to learn from us.
North Valley

•

Support creation of a South Okanagan National Park North Valley

•

Pateros lacks available retail space. Pateros & Brewster

•

The City of Pateros is developing a 16-acre business park that is ideal for
small manufacturing and service-type businesses. Cheap electricity, no
traffic, sunshine, and located on a main north-south corridor. Pateros &
Brewster
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Webmap Comments by Category

Infrastructure
INFRASTRUCTURE COMMENTS
14% Of Comments; 27 "Supporters"

•

Lack of communications infrastructure (especially cell phone) between
Tonasket and Republic on Highway 20 is about as bad as it can be.
Extremely hazardous situation during emergency situations. North
Valley

•

(Preferably highs-speed) internet connectivity Colville Reservation

•

Need Wi-Fi Colville Reservation

•

•

Need to connect fiber internet with Canada in case of fiber compromise;
redundant communications in times of disaster are critical. North Valley

The City needs a marina. Lake Pateros does not have a marina for
overnight boat stays. Pateros & Brewster

•

DOT camera needs to be right here Pateros & Brewster

•

DOT webcam needs to be located right here North Valley

•

DOT camera needs to be right here North Valley

•

Cellular coverage from ATT is terrible here, how can we report fire in
this area without coverage? North Valley

•

We lost all communication for several weeks up at Tunk Valley and
were in a complete communications blackout. Tunk Valley community
members are exploring ideas for a volunteer fire department and a HAM
radio network of volunteers to help during wildfire season. North Valley
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Webmap Comments by Category

Housing
HOUSING COMMENTS
12% Of Comments; 27 "Supporters"

•

Increase training in vocational skills at the Omak campus of Wenatchee
Valley College. Don't expect people to travel out of the county for
education. North Valley

•

Build a walking bridge connecting the baseball park and legions park
Colville Reservation

•

•

Need middle income housing for ownership Colville Reservation

City of Pateros is in serious need of rental housing. It is difficult for
businesses to find employees because there is no place to live. Pateros
& Brewster

•

Lost everything Colville Reservation

•

•

More housing, road maintenance, and more road signage Colville
Reservation

Need more housing to keep businesses going. There is no place for
employees to live, so they do not come. Pateros & Brewster

•

More and better low-income/mixed economy housing Colville
Reservation

•

All of Okanogan County needs more resources to increase the stock of
affordable housing. North Valley

•

Great infrastructure exists here for additional single family housing;
water and sewer connections are stubbed out here. North Valley
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Webmap Comments by Category

Transportation
TRANSPORTATION COMMENTS
12% Of Comments; 21 "Supporters"
•

Tribal shuttle on goes to the Cache Creek, Highway 21 junction Colville
Reservation

•

Due to a large number of bikers add a bike trail or zone for them. There
is a high danger to bikers and vehicles from collisions on 155. Colville
Reservation

•

Walking area on bridge overpass on Highway 97 near tribal trails
Colville Reservation

•

Broader public transit system. What about a light-rail system? That
would help residents in rural areas reach services more easily. It would
also facilitate and manage tourism, especially in our forests. Colville
Reservation

•

We need to work with Canada to establish a rail line from Oroville to
Princeton, which would provide us another way to increase economic
ties between South British Columbia and Okanogan County. North
Valley

•

Add sidewalk across 97 bridge before someone gets killed walking over
the bridge. North Valley

•

Roundabouts are needed in Pateros at the Intersection of 97 and
Lakeshore, and 97 and Dawson. Slow traffic down, give tourists a better
opportunity to stop and visit. The first couple weeks after the fire, there
were accidents daily at the Lakeshore and US 97 intersection because of
low visibility and distractions. A roundabout will make it safer. Pateros
& Brewster
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•

US 97 corridor needs beautification improvements through small
communities. Pateros & Brewster

•

Improve safety for pedestrians. Develop trails and linkages between
recreation and downtown business district. Increase safety and
visibility on US 97. Pateros & Brewster

•

Improve signage, lighting and signalization for pedestrian crossings on
US 97. Pateros & Brewster
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Webmap Comments by Category

Public Health & Safety
PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY COMMENTS
6% Of Comments; 12 "Supporters"
•

Lack of communication due to the fact that we were in Omak but
on the reservation. Neither Okanogan County EMS nor the Tribe
communicated about this area. Colville Reservation

•

Public Safety Building could be constructed here. It would consist of a
new police station, new Incident Command Center, secondary dispatch,
and a community meeting room that could hold 100 people. North
Valley

•

Start an Okanogan County CERT and/or MRC group. North Valley

•

Consistent smoke caused me to have to leave town and travel a few
hundred miles because I was getting ill from extremely poor air quality.
Wenatchee Valley
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Webmap Comments by Category

Wildfire & Floods
WILDFIRE & FLOODS COMMENTS
4% Of Comments; 14 "Supporters"
•

Provide resources in support of volunteer firefighting efforts in the
Disautel area. Colville Reservation

•

Better communication equipment for fire departments and police North
Valley

•

Wildfires regionally have an impact on tourism, even when the smoke
and fire is far away. Wenatchee Valley
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Webmap Comments by Category

Other (Add Your Own Category)
OTHER COMMENTS
4% Of Comments; 0 "Supporters"
•

Community health and communication: Recreation Center with
swimming pools, dance and workout classrooms, tracks, gym Colville
Reservation

•

Local giving to demonstrate community support for larger grants is
needed. North Valley

•

More training in vocational education. The cost of leaving the County
for training keeps many in poverty. Wenatchee Valley College at
Omak needs more vocational education classes with certifications and
businesses that will agree to hire certified workers or give them raises or
time to attend classes. North Valley
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Real Estate Development
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMMENTS
0% Of Comments; 0 "Supporters"
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Online Submission Form Comments
OVERVIEW

3.

The County and Tribes need to get together and begin acting more like
we all belong here. Good, bad or indifferent, the Tribes are not going
anywhere soon. We do things that help the country, including casinos,
the suicide race, etc. We bring millions of dollars into the county
without much return on investment.

4.

Include Peter Dan Road off 155 with services. Right now there is no
cell service, no internet.

5.

Fully developed with camping hook-ups along the Sanpoil River.

6.

Bridges on the reservation need to be updated/repaired and/or
replaced. New homes need to be built for people moving into the area
and new ideas for projects to increase tourism need to implemented.

7.

Nespelem needs more water capacity.

8.

Emergency Management needs to develop a mapping tool so that
travelers and tourists can visually discern where the danger zones are
and the best routes to avoid them. Too much local jargon and unknown
locations are used. People are asking on Facebook, where is that fire
they say is on "road such and such" and "should I drive north or south"
etc. A map, using existing or creating a new app, can aid people in safe
evacuations.

9.

Rural homes that are not fireproofed to the best extent possible should
not be insurable. And those structures that are not should be clearly
marked on firefighter maps so that lives are not risked and lost due to
homeowner negligence.

For the three-month period from the beginning of May through the end of
July, 2016, the following summarizes all OkanoganEconomicRecovery.com
online comment submission form comments (10 comments through July 26,
2016).

ONLINE SUBMISSION FORM COMMENTS
1.

2.

In a current issue of AARP, it was noted that suicide has increased
dramatically since 1999 and accelerated after the housing crisis and
long joblessness after 2006. It's too early to tell how the fire devastation
in our region will add to these numbers. Suicides in our area of the world
are well above national statistics anyway. We need a new approach
to wellness. Here are a couple of ideas: We need some old-fashion
community building fun. Projects and places that bring people together
to achieve a common goal. Recreation centers can provide activities for
all generations. When was the last time you went to a big dance to mix
with friends, old and new? While these may not appear to be economic
developments, they are. By stimulating health and communication
intergenerationally and crosscutting socio-economic and race barriers,
they contribute to the quality of life here. Also, consider Wellness
Centers where the emphasis is on staying healthy, not on illness.
Last year’s firestorm; berries, etc. burned. Need to plant them. Put dump
in woods; promote people to earn money by taking trash to the dump
before weeds take over, fill it, bury it and mark spot. Wildlife lost food
supply; give them time to repopulate deer, etc., by deleting or shortening
the hunting season.
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10. Need to rebuild the rock creek shelter.
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